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Seven Paths of the Hero in Lord of

the Rings: The Path of the Wizard

Robin Robertson

The test for a wizard, already the wisest of the wise, is to resist arrogance
and serve those less wise. If he passes this test, a time will come when he
must willingly accept his own death in order to be transformed into some-
thing still greater. In Tolkien’s great story, Lord of the Rings, the wizard
Saruman fails his tests, while Gandalf passes with flying colors. Where
once Saruman was the stronger of the two, now Gandalf easily surpasses
Saruman’s powers. Gandalf the Grey becomes Gandalf the White, taking
on Saruman’s mantle. When the dwarf Gimli comments that Gandalf is
dressed all in white now, Gandalf replies “Yes, I am white now. Indeed I
am Saruman, one might almost say. Saruman as he should have been.”

I n our discussion of Merry and Pippin in a previous article, we’ve seen how
their youthful curiosity drew them out from the safe comfort of the Shire

into the wonders and dangers of the greater world. Though they were often
frightened and homesick, they fought the battles they needed to fight with
courage and humility and came home much greater than when they left. In
our discussion of Legolas and Gimli, we saw how, beginning with enmity, each
found first accommodation, then friendship, then something approaching love
for his opposite. But there are levels beyond each of these paths, and we now
come to one: the Path of the Wizard, the path of the wise. And we will see
that even for the wisest, life has mysteries and dangers and hurdles that have
to be overcome.

We first encounter Gandalf in The Hobbit, but that lighter story does
not concern us here, except as it starts the process in motion that eventually
leads to the quest for the Ring. Among his many adventures with Gandalf
and the Dwarves in killing the dragon Smaug and stealing his treasure, Bilbo
also steals the One Ring (though no one at this point knows it to be that)
from Gollum. But, just as Gollum killed to acquire the Ring, yet called it
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Bianca Daalder, The Adept, 2002. Oil on linen, 10′′ × 14′′.
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ROBIN ROBERTSON � SEVEN PATHS OF THE HERO IN LORD OF THE RINGS 121

his birthday present, so too does Bilbo lie and claim that it was a gift from
Gollum after Bilbo solved Gollum’s riddle. In the prologue of The Lord of

the Rings, we find, however, that Gandalf doesn’t believe Bilbo’s story for
one moment. But since even wise Gandalf does not yet know the Ring’s true
significance, he turns to other matters, and over 50 years go by before we
again meet Gandalf at Bilbo’s 111th birthday party, where the story of the Ring
resumes.

FIREWORKS AND COUNSEL

Hobbits have a special fascination for Gandalf, and he has visited the Shire
many times in the past. To the Hobbits, he seems a somewhat doddering old
geezer, who is largely known for the wonderful fireworks that he displays at
special events. When he arrives for Bilbo’s birthday party, everyone looks for-
ward to seeing his skills in action, and he doesn’t disappoint them. After every
imaginable fireworks display, for a climax he produces a mountain shooting
forth colored flames, out of which emerges a dragon who flies three times over
the crowd before it finally explodes.

Bilbo, however, who had been on the quest for dragon treasure under
Gandalf’s leadership, knows that Gandalf is considerably more powerful than
he reveals. They have become close friends over the years. And Bilbo’s nephew
Frodo has also come to know and love Gandalf, and to see beneath the figure
he shows to the crowd, to the greater man within.

Commentary: Those who possess real wisdom often choose to
conceal it. The wise man no longer has any need to prove himself
wise. Those who need what the wise man has to offer recognize
the greater man within, while those who don’t can deal with him
at a level with which they feel comfortable.

Bilbo wants one more adventure before he dies, and has decided to visit
his Elven friends in Rivendell, perhaps never to return. After Bilbo pulls his
disappearing act at the climax of his birthday party, he returns to his house
and prepares to leave. Gandalf comes in just as Bilbo is ready to go out the door
with the Ring hidden in his pocket. When Gandalf first suggests, then insists,
that he leave the Ring behind, Bilbo loses his temper and cries that the Ring
is his to do with as he pleases. When he calls it “my precious” (I, 46), Gandalf
says that it’s been called that name before. And so it has, first by Isildur, who
took it from Sauron’s finger, then by Gollum. When Bilbo tries to leave with the
Ring, Gandalf gives us a glimpse of who he really is; suddenly “his shadow filled
the little room” (I, 47). Bilbo backs away and says in bewilderment that he
can’t trust his own mind. At that, Gandalf’s menace drops away and he gently
tells Bilbo that if he can’t trust his own judgment, he should trust Gandalf’s
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and give the Ring to Frodo. Finally Bilbo does leave the Ring behind and goes
on his way with a lighter heart.

This is the first instance where we see something of the greater
Gandalf, when he seems to become physically larger. Tolkien will
use that image many times in the book, not only for Gandalf, but
for Aragorn and Frodo as well. It can be difficult for people to
find a category in which they can “see” someone greater than
themselves, so often they have to see them as physically bigger
or stronger than they are. But that simply means that the person
cannot be contained within normal definitions.

When Frodo arrives, Gandalf explains that Bilbo has gone, leaving him
everything, including the Ring. “But keep it secret and keep it safe!” (I, 50).
Gandalf then takes his leave of Frodo, warning him that it may be a while
before he returns. And when he does come back, he’ll do so quietly, as ru-
mors have spread in the Shire that he is responsible for Bilbo’s unhobbitlike
disappearance. As he leaves, “Frodo thought the old wizard looked unusually
bent, almost as if he was carrying a great weight” (I, 55).

With great wisdom comes great responsibility. As we grow in con-
sciousness, we might think that life becomes easier, but it doesn’t.
Life demands ever more of us, constantly raising the stakes, asking
us to see more deeply, to be more than we think we are.

GANDALF TELLS FRODO THE STORY OF THE RING

Over the years that follow, there are increasingly longer periods of time be-
tween Gandalf’s visits. Finally, after a 9-year absence, Frodo has come to
wonder if he will ever see Gandalf again. Just at this point, Gandalf returns
and tells Frodo the history of the Ring. Then he takes the Ring from Frodo and
throws it into the fire. When characters appear in an ancient Elven writing
unknown to Frodo (who has himself learned a great deal of Elven lore from
Bilbo), Gandalf reads them for him. Though in Elven characters, the language
is of the dark land of Mordor. Translated into the common tongue of Middle-
Earth, it says: “One Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to
bring them all and in the Darkness bind them” (I, 65).

Everything that exists in the world has evolved over immense
periods of time in order to properly fit into that world. In all crea-
tures with a sufficiently complex neurological structure, the world
is mirrored within that inner structure in complex ways. Thus the
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inside and the outside have become inseparable. Mathematician
and philosopher Blaise Pascal said it this way: “It [where it might
be nature, the universe, God] is an infinite sphere, the center of
which is everywhere, the circumference nowhere” (in Borges).
Well, Tolkien is saying something similar when he talks of the
Rings for each race and the One ring that rules over all. Each of
the races—Elves, Dwarves, human—can be viewed as a unity, a
circle, a ring, and each of those rings connects with the others.
And in Tolkien’s story, there is one ring, one such container that
is more powerful than any other, and hence must be destroyed.
But, of course, all are still ultimately linked, since the world is a
unity.

Gandalf then briefly tells Frodo how he’s come to know about the Ring,
and how Bilbo acquired it from Gollum, who is still at large in the world hunting
for it. And that, worst of all, Sauron has learned from Gollum that the Ring
still exists and that it may be in the Shire. When Frodo hears this, he says
that it’s a pity that Bilbo didn’t kill Gollum. Gandalf answers, “Pity? It was
pity that stayed his hand. Pity, and mercy not to strike without need” (I, 74).
When Frodo isn’t convinced and says that Gollum “deserves death,” Gandalf
tries to teach Frodo about life and death: that life isn’t necessarily fair, that
some good men die, while bad men live on. But that it is not within our power
to play god and mete out death to anyone. “For even the wise cannot see all
ends” (I, 75).

Gandalf is certain that Gollum will play a necessary part in the events
to come. He doesn’t know whether his role will be for good or evil, but pity
toward another creature is never wrong. Gandalf is right, of course, for without
Gollum, the Ring would never have been destroyed. But for now, we simply
see the depths of Gandalf’s compassion, as it can extend even to a creature
such as Gollum. As we will see later, as his own wisdom and compassion grow,
how Frodo comes to realize just how right Gandalf was.

With wisdom comes compassion. That is an invariable truth no
matter what path one is on. Wisdom is quite different from mere
knowledge or power. One can gain great knowledge, great power,
and yet care little about others. But as wisdom grows, so does
compassion.

After hearing that Sauron’s underlings are searching for the Ring, Frodo
agrees to take it and leave the Shire. Gandalf is overcome with admiration for
his bravery. Here is this little Hobbit, who has lived a life of comfort and
ease, never wondering where his next meal, or even next pipe of tobacco, will
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come from. Yet, presented with a situation that would daunt the mightiest of
warriors, Frodo is immediately willing to leave his comfortable life, with no
idea of where he must go or what he must do. He knows only that the Ring
must not fall into the hands of Sauron and that it is his task to carry it. We
already see a glimpse of what greatness lies in Frodo, a greatness that will
grow over the course of the quest. In Frodo we see the one person who might
someday be greater even than Gandalf.

GANDALF’S SEARCH FOR INFORMATION ABOUT THE ONE RING

We now need to break from the order in the books and tell Gandalf’s story,
as he presents it later at the Council of Elrond. The story begins nearly 3,000
years earlier, at the end of the Second Age, after the defeat of Sauron and
the loss of the Ring. At a great council held then, Saruman claimed that the
One Ring had fallen into the river, where it was swept into the Sea to be lost
forever. Gandalf tells the Council that he was at fault in so readily accepting
Saruman’s words, but Saruman was the leader of the Order of Wizards and
therefore someone Gandalf trusted.

Wisdom only comes from searching within, but this is such a lonely
process that inevitably we look outside us for direction. Often life
is kind and does present us with guides along the way. But all too
often guides can be false. Ultimately we can only trust our own
inner sense of right and wrong.

That was why, when he later learned that Bilbo had taken a magical ring
from Gollum, Gandalf was by no means sure that it was the One, and so let
time pass, time which he could have used to find a way to dispose of the Ring
forever. But when, years later, he discovers spies of many kinds hunting for
the Ring, he and Aragorn begin to hunt for Gollum—with no luck. Only then
does Gandalf remember Saruman’s description of the various rings. Saruman
had said that the One Ring was plain, as if it were nothing special, except that
it had marks on it that revealed its true identity.

We expect great things to look magnificent. It’s hard to appreci-
ate that something great can look ordinary. But just as Gandalf
appears to most as a tired old man who can do a few simple parlor
tricks, the One Ring appears to be much less than it really is.

So Gandalf goes to Gondor and, with Lord Denethor’s grudging consent,
hunts through the library of books and scrolls until he finally finds Isildur’s
description of the ring. It contains a copy of the script on the Ring, as well as
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the fact that the words had, over time, gradually faded. They could now only
be read if the Ring was cast into a fire. Gandalf was eventually to read these
dire words on the Ring in Frodo’s possession, and know at last that it was
the One Ring, the Ring that could give Sauron domination once more over
everyone.

The words that reveal the “one” are always hidden and can only
be read by someone who already possesses wisdom.

GANDALF’S IMPRISONMENT AND ESCAPE

Continuing his tale, Gandalf explains that, after leaving Frodo, he encountered
a lesser wizard, but a brave and true one: Radagast the Brown. Radagast has
been searching for Gandalf to bring him frightening news: the nine Nazgûl
are once more out in the world, disguised as black riders. They are searching
for something unknown and asking for news about the Shire. Radagast says
that Saruman the White wants Gandalf to come to Isengard to confer with
him. Just before they part, Gandalf asks Radagast to tell the birds and beasts
to bring him any news they may have of these happenings. This afterthought
will turn out to be providential for Gandalf.

In Greek mythology heroes were almost invariably flawed in some
way. The most famous example is Achilles’ heel. When he was
born, his mother Thetis held him by one heel and dipped him into
the river Styx (i.e., death) in order to protect him. But this left
that heel mortal, unprotected, and ultimately he was killed when
Paris shot him with an arrow in his heel. The fatal flaw of Saruman
and Sauron is their arrogance and contempt for so-called lesser
beings. Saruman views Radagast as weak and ineffectual, yet he
is really brave and true. Thus though Saruman tricks him into
sending Gandalf to be captured, Radagast is also the source of
Gandalf’s rescue.

Gandalf comes to Saruman’s stronghold of Orthanc in Isengard. From
the start, we see a marked contrast between Saruman and Gandalf: Although
Gandalf may not suffer fools gladly, he is kind to even the most foolish. Saru-
man is simply arrogant and rude, even to a fellow wizard. When Gandalf
addresses him as Saruman the White, Saruman grows angry and says “I am
Saruman, the Wise, Saruman Ring-maker, Saruman of many Colours!” When
Gandalf says simply “I liked white better” (I, 286), Saruman softens his tone.
He uses all his wiles to try and persuade Gandalf that it is impossible to resist
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Sauron, and that by joining with him, they may help create a grand new or-
der. Gandalf sees through his sophistry and answers: “Well, the choices are, it
seems, to submit to Sauron, or to yourself. I will take neither. Have you others
to offer?” (I, 287).

Though Saruman was considered the greater wizard, we already
see that Gandalf has passed him in true wisdom. It is telling that
Saruman is no longer satisfied with being Saruman the White. He
can’t be Saruman the Black, since Sauron rules that kingdom, so
he chooses the rainbow. There is an old saying that we can be any-
thing we want to be in life, we just can’t be everything. In order to
grow, inevitably we have to make choices. And choosing one thing
means that we leave another behind. So growth is always bitter-
sweet. But those who, like Saruman, are vain and selfish, want
everything.

Gandalf’s remark is too much for Saruman, who orders his men to take
Gandalf to the top of Orthanc, from which there is seemingly no escape.
Gandalf stays imprisoned there for some time, forced to watch helplessly as
Saruman prepares his forces for the war to come. But eventually, the greatest
of the great eagles, Gwahir the Windlord, flies to Gandalf to bring him news,
as Radagast had asked him to do. At Gandalf’s request, Gwaihir flies him from
Orthanc to Rohan.

Gandalf’s rescue comes from two sources: from Radagast the
Brown, who is connected with the earth and all its creatures;
and from Gwaihir the Great Eagle, who rules the sky, the world of
spirit. It is because Gandalf contains both earth and spirit within
himself that no one can hold him prisoner for long.

GANDALF’S SEARCH FOR FRODO

In Rohan, Gandalf once more receives an unfriendly welcome. When King
Théoden tells him to take a horse and leave, Gandalf chooses the finest horse
in the kingdom, the finest horse in Middle Earth: Shadowfax.

Greatness recognizes greatness—another seeming bromide that
is as true today as it ever was.

Now able to move at great speed, Gandalf searches for Frodo, first
finding news of him from the innkeeper, Butterburr, at the Prancing Pony.
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He then gallops on to Weathertop, which he reaches before Frodo, Strider,
and their companions. The ominous Black Riders are already there waiting
for the Hobbits, but are afraid to confront Gandalf during the day. When night
comes, however, they attack him in force, and he has a difficult time surviving
the night, with odds of nine to one against him.

At this point, as great as Gandalf is, he is not yet capable of de-
feating all nine of the Nazgûl alone. This is a sign that Gandalf still
has some growth to come.

When morning arrives, he flees toward the north, hoping to lead the
Black Riders away from Frodo. He is successful in leading away four of the
nine, so that only five attack Frodo’s company. Otherwise, even with Strider’s
help, the Black Riders might well have prevailed, and the story would have
come to a sad end before it had hardly begun. Meanwhile, Gandalf sends
Shadowfax away and arrives in Rivendell only 3 days before Frodo.

WHAT TO DO WITH THE RING?

With his story told and everyone now fully aware of the danger that the
Ring presents, various suggestions are made by the company. When Elrond
suggests that the Ring should be given to Bombadil for safe-keeping, since it
has no power over him, Gandalf explains that Bombadil would probably also
throw it away eventually. He is simply not interested in things outside his own
world. When the Elven lord Glorfindel suggests that the Ring be cast into the
deepest part of the sea, Gandalf reminds the company that the Ring is always
seeking its master Sauron, and that while this might provide a brief solution
to the problem, the council must take the long view and find a way to solve
the problem forever.

Wisdom invariably looks at the big picture.
When his listeners begin to despair, Gandalf counsels: “Despair is only

for those who see the end beyond all doubt. We do not” (I, 297). Eventually
they all agree reluctantly that the Ring must be destroyed once and for all, and
since the only way to do that is to throw it into the fire where it was created,
it must be taken to Mount Doom in the Heart of Mordor. When Frodo bravely
agrees to carry the Ring, the fellowship forms, with Gandalf as its leader, and
Strider, now revealed as Aragorn, at his side.

When the fellowship forms, it is the wisest who lead. Within the
many parts of our own personalities, although each has its role to
play, we need to look to the wise old man or woman within to lead
us.
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GANDALF LEADS THE COMPANY, THEN THE COMPANY LOSES

ITS LEADER

Their first great challenge is on the mountain of Caradhras the Cruel, where
the company is forced to try to make a fire or die. When, with the wind and
the wet wood, neither man nor Elf nor Dwarf can light a fire, Gandalf is forced
to use his staff and magic words. He knows that he might as well have written
his name in large letters for Saruman’s and Sauron’s spies. They survive the
night but are eventually defeated by Caradhras. Gandalf says that they must
now take a worse road, through the Mines of Moria.

There are forces of nature that are beyond us. When we encounter
such primal challenges in our life, we must always be wise enough
to accept defeat. Gandalf has tried to go over Caradhras, to get up
above the problem, but he finds that instead he has to go below,
into the Mines of Moria, to dig into his own depths. Ultimately that
is where the deepest fear lies, even for one as wise as Gandalf.

During the night, the company is attacked by wolves, “Hounds of
Sauron,” as Gandalf calls them. Legolas kills their leader when it attacks
Gandalf, but the wolves regroup, then attack in force. Aragorn and Boromir,
Gimli and Legolas, each defends bravely, but the company would not have
survived without Gandalf. He becomes suddenly larger than life, then takes
a burning branch and approaches the wolves. Chanting a magic phrase, he
tosses the branch into the air and suddenly a magical fire crowns all the tree-
tops. With their battleground now lit like it was day, the rest of the company
rushes against the wolves and sends them fleeing for their lives. As Sam tells
Pippin of Gandalf’s feat, “That was an eye-opener, and no mistake! Nearly
singed the hair off my head!” (I, 329). In the morning, however, there are no
wolf bodies to be found. They were truly “Hounds of Sauron.”

We increasingly see Gandalf having to exert his power in the world,
a sign that the challenges are growing.

In the previous article on the path of the opposites, we discussed the ad-
ventures of Gandalf and his friends in the Mines of Moria but left his encounter
with the Balrog for this chapter, because it is a turning point in Gandalf’s long
life. The Balrog is an ancient and evil creature, going back to the First Age of
Middle Earth. It remained hidden at the core of the mithril vein in Khazad-dûm
until accidentally released when Dwarves mined the mithril. Once released,
it killed many of the Dwarves, including two of their kings, before they fled
Khazad-dûm. When Sauron rose again in the Third Age, he sent Orcs and
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trolls to dwell there, where they were ruled by the Balrog entirely through
their fear of it. In this Third Age, only Sauron is a more powerful force of evil.

As a representation of an evil that goes back almost before time,
the Balrog is clearly impossible for anyone to truly describe. He
would best be left to our imaginations, as is Sauron, whom we
encounter only indirectly throughout the books. But since there
needs to be a physical confrontation with Gandalf, Tolkien does
the best he can to present a truly awful creature. But clearly,
what he would like us to call up within is something greater than
anything he can show us, something hidden in our darkest fears.

When the Balrog comes, Gandalf leads the others safely across the
bridge into the outer world, then remains behind on the bridge and turns
to fight. The Balrog advances, but Gandalf holds forth his sword, Glamdring,
and cries: “You cannot pass” (I, 362). Each time the Balrog tries to advance,
Gandalf repeats this cry. Their swords clash and that of the Balrog melts, but
he moves forward again, whip in hand. Gandalf strikes the bridge with his
staff. The staff breaks, a flame shoots up, and the bridge cracks at the Balrog’s
feet. As he falls into the abyss beneath, his whip cracks one final time and
catches Gandalf around his knees, dragging him down with the Balrog. As
Gandalf falls, he cries to the others “Fly, you fools!” (I, 363). That is the last
that they will see of him until he reappears later, transformed. Meanwhile, the
others in fellowship mourn Gandalf and proceed on their way, filled with grief
at the loss of their leader.

This is a pivotal event in the trilogy. To this point, Gandalf has been
the leader, the one everyone turns to not only for his wisdom, but
also, when all else has failed, for his power. And now he is gone. At
some time in our life, each of us reaches a place where everything
and everyone to whom we have looked for support fails us, and we
have to depend solely on our own resources. That’s a frightening
time, but a necessary step in growth.

GANDALF THE WHITE

Only much later, after the rest of the company has many adventures that we’ve
discussed in the previous two articles, does Gandalf reappear. After entering
the forest of Fangorn, Legolas, Gimli, and Aragorn see an old man, dressed in
dirty grey rags, moving slowly, leaning on his staff as he goes. Thinking it is
Saruman, Gimli tells Legolas to shoot him with his bow and arrow, but when
Legolas tries to do so, the bow and arrow drop from his hand, though he is
allowed to pick them up again.
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When Aragorn asks for his name, the old man asks if they haven’t already
guessed it. He then tries to get them to tell him their tale, but when they
stand silent, he tells them, rather obliquely, that Merry and Pippin are safe
with Treebeard. As he sits down, his rags part and they see that beneath his
rags, he is clad entirely in white. They are now convinced that he is Saruman.
But when they try to attack him, he simply lifts his staff and Gimli’s axe falls to
the ground, Aragorn’s sword freezes in his grasp, and Legolas’s arrow shoots
high into the air and vanishes in flames.

At that, they realize who it is, and cry out “Gandalf!” When Gandalf
hears that name, he has to say it over to himself, as if trying to remember
who Gandalf was. When Gimli laughs and remarks that he is all in white now,
Gandalf replies, “Yes, I am white now. Indeed I am Saruman, one might almost
say. Saruman as he should have been” (II, 99).

And so Gandalf is “Saruman as he should have been.” Saruman the
White, leader of his order, failed in his appointed task, and so Gan-
dalf has been transformed into the wise man Saruman should have
been. Several times in this book, we see the pairing of someone
who fails in the task they were called to by the spirit, contrasted
with someont who succeeds: Saruman and Gandalf, Boromir and
his younger brother Faramir, Denethor the Steward of Gondor and
King Théoden of Rohan, perhaps at the most extreme: Gollum and
Frodo.

When Aragorn remarks that Gandalf still talks in riddles, Gandalf cor-
rects him and says that he was merely talking to himself: “A habit of the old:
They choose the wisest person present to speak to; the long explanations
needed by the young are wearying” (II, 100). And then he laughs warmly.

As noted earlier, with wisdom also comes compassion. Interest-
ingly, so does humor. Wise people laugh a lot, though often no one
else understands why.

At their prodding, Gandalf tells as much as he wishes to share of his
ordeal with the Balrog. For a long time, the two fall together. Gandalf is burned
by the Balrog’s fire until they fall into deep, dark water, so cold it “almost froze
my heart” (II, 106), but fortunately it also quenches the Balrog’s fire. When
finally they reach the stone foundations at the core of the earth, they once
more fight. They fight until the Balrog flees into the tunnels of the earth,
tunnels far more ancient than those made by the Dwarves, tunnels made by
vile creatures older even than Sauron. In those dark regions, Gandalf himself
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despairs and can do no more than to follow the Balrog, hoping he would find
a way out of these depths.

The Balrog is a being of pure fire. In all spiritual traditions, fire is
a transformative element. Gandalf is forced to struggle with the
Balrog in order to be transformed. He must go down to his deepest
depths and struggle with the darkness he finds there. There is no
path to wisdom that does not include that inner journey. Perhaps
the most famous expression of this inner journey is St. John of
the Cross’s “dark night of the soul,” but it has found expression
in the mystical literatures of all cultures. In Jungian psychology,
this experience is referred to as a confrontation with the shadow.
In our deep inner self, we find not only all that is evil and, like the
Balrog, must be rejected, but also all that has never seen the light
and needs to be mined. Tolkien is wise enough to place this action
off-stage, so that it is left to the reader’s imagination. But the
entire description, brief as it is, can be interpreted symbolically.
Each part has some clue for us to survive our own inner battle.

The two come up into Dwarf tunnels, those of the ancient Dwarf city of
Khazad-dûm, and then to the Endless Stair, which stretches over thousands
of steps from the dungeons to the pinnacle: Durin’s Tower. There they fight
again, until Gandalf throws the Balrog down to be crushed against the sides
of the mountain. Then Gandalf falls into unconsciousness, and in that state,
walks over roads that know neither thought nor time.

From the depths, one has to come to the peaks in trying to resolve
this inner issue. And eventually, one has to simply give up one’s
former state of conscious being and walk without identity over
timeless roads. This can take a very long time, or it can take place
instantly, as in Zen tales of transformation.

Eventually Gandalf emerges naked, reborn, to complete his task on this
earth. He lies on a mountaintop until once more his friend, Great Eagle Gwaihir
the Windlord, finds him and takes him to Galadriel in Lothlórien.

When, after passing through our individual dark night of the soul,
we reemerge, we are necessarily naked; that is, we no longer have
our old persona, the face we present to the world. But note that, al-
though transformed from Gandalf the Grey into Gandalf the White,
he is still Gandalf. All too often people on spiritual paths get con-
fused and think that somehow they should be other than who
they are. But we are each unique, as are our possibilities. As poet
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William Wordsworth said: “The child is father of the man.” At the
end of each of our journeys, we arrive to find the child looking
at us.

With his transformation complete, it is time for action once more. Gan-
dalf provides encouragement for his companions. Though they are fighting
both Sauron and Saruman, the pair make uneasy allies, each seeking the Ring
for his own profit, each concealing much from the other. And, ironically, all
their efforts to find the Ring have only driven Merry and Pippin into Fangorn,
which in turn has roused Treebeard and the Ents against Saruman. Gimli asks
Gandalf if Treebeard is dangerous, and Gandalf says that he certainly is. But
so is Gandalf himself, and so too are Aragorn and Legolas and Gimli danger-
ous. The Ents are only dangerous to those who threaten their existence, and
now that they know that Saruman is killing trees, they are very dangerous
indeed—for Saruman. Though the transformed Gandalf is now a much more
powerful person than Gandalf the Grey, he reminds them that although he
may be Gandalf the White, “black is mightier still” (II, 104).

Even transformed, Gandalf knows his limitations. It is always wise
when we deal with darkness, including the darkness within each
of us, to realize its power and our own limitations.

Now that Merry and Pippin are safe with Treebeard, Gandalf tells them
that it is time for their search to end. Now is the time to find allies for the
war to come, and so they must go with him to Rohan to see King Théoden.
Aragorn says that although Sauron might have the nine Black Riders, they
have the White Rider, who is greater than all. This is a telling statement by
Aragorn: Whereas Gandalf the Grey had to summon all his resources merely
to survive against the nine, now Aragorn is confident that Gandalf the White
is more powerful than all nine combined.

GANDALF GIVES KING THÉODEN NEW LIFE

When Gandalf and his friends arrive at Rohan, King Théoden’s men are far
from welcoming, saying that Wormtongue, speaking for the king, has ordered
that no strangers be admitted to their hall. Though the company is finally
admitted, they are forced to leave their weapons behind. When Aragorn bridles
at this stipulation, Gandalf tells him that although Théoden’s demand might
be unnecessary, there is no point in refusing it: “A king will have his way in
his own hall, be it folly or wisdom” (II, 116). Gandalf then gives up his own
sword as a sign to his companions to follow. When Gandalf is asked to also
give up his staff, he slyly argues that he’s old and needs his staff to lean on. If
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he can’t do so, he’ll have to stay outside and the king will have to come to him.
Though the guard, Hama, is not fooled by Gandalf’s deception, he believes in
his good faith and allows Gandalf to bear his staff.

Wisdom knows when to bow to established power, but it also
knows not to relinquish all its own power. In large part, as one
grows in wisdom, one has to learn how to deal with the power that
accompanies the wisdom. It can neither be denied nor abused. If
one tries to refuse the power as something inherently evil, it turns
on its possessor. Gandalf knows exactly how to walk the fine line
between those extremes.

Once in the king’s hall, they find Théoden stooped with age, barely able
to rise, with the help of a staff, to meet them. He is sharp with Gandalf, who
he says comes only with bad tidings. His evil counselor Wormtongue steps in
to expand on this theme, insidiously calling Gandalf “Master Stormcrow” (II,
118). Gandalf doesn’t rise to the bait, but points out that there are two types
who bear bad tidings: those who themselves are evil, and those who come to
help in a bad time. Wormtongue, overstepping his bounds, says that there is
a third type: the vultures who feed on the sorrow of others.

It is fascinating that Gandalf, so famously short-tempered with
even those he loves such as Merry and Pippin, remains patiently
restrained in the face of insults from Wormtongue. Wisdom indeed
knows when to bide its time.

Still Gandalf holds his temper in check, merely reminding Théoden that
his hall was once famed for its courtesy, and that it has seldom had such
visitors as he brings with him. When Wormtongue interjects that they are in
league with the “Sorceress of the Golden Wood” (II, 119), Gimli is only held
back from striking him by Gandalf. But, Gandalf, too, has finally had enough.
He tosses aside his cloak, stands to his full height, and holds forth his staff.
When Wormtongue begins once more to spread his venom, Gandalf merely
gestures with the staff and Wormtongue falls on his belly like the snake he is.

When Gandalf does choose to act, his power is immense. Again, a
portrait of wisdom.

But it’s not Wormtongue with whom Gandalf is concerned, but Théoden.
He gently invites the king to come out of his dark hall into the sunlight. When
Théoden does so, and looks around him, he sees that it’s not really as dark
as Wormtongue had led him to believe. When Gandalf then tells him to cast
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aside his staff, it falls from his hand and he slowly stands upright again. “Dark
have been my dreams of late, but I feel as one reawakened” (II, 121).

Gandalf then asks him to send for his beloved nephew Éomer, whom he
has imprisoned at Wormtongue’s instigation. Éomer’s only crime was that he
disagreed with the king and warned that the kingdom must prepare for war.
Gandalf tells Théoden that this is exactly what he must do. Having brought
him into the light and made him stand upright without his staff, Gandalf now
gives the king a third gift: He tells him, “Your fingers would remember their
old strength better if they grasped a sword-hilt” (II, 122).

The king can’t remember where Wormtongue has put his sword, but
Éomer steps forth, kneels and lays his own sword at the feet of the king.
When Théoden grasps the sword, the last part of his rebirth takes place and
he raises it into the air with a war cry that makes his men all lay their swords at
his feet and say simply “Command us!” (II, 123). From this point on, Théoden
is once more the wise, brave, and generous king Gandalf had previously known
and loved.

We see how carefully Gandalf has restored the king to his former
power. The reawakening has been gradual, so that the king can
adjust to each step. This is how wisdom teaches.

But there is still one final matter to deal with: Wormtongue. He is brought
forth and revealed to be a spy of Saruman. Even knowing this, Théoden is
merciful, telling Wormtongue that he can either ride to war with his king
or leave the kingdom, never to return. Wormtongue slinks away, back to his
true lord and master, Saruman. Théoden and his men, together with Aragorn,
Legolas, and Gimli, ride on to Helm’s Deep, while Gandalf, the White Rider,
rides off alone on Shadowfax to gather other troops to aid in the battle.

SARUMAN MEETS THE TRANSFORMED GANDALF

When Gandalf and his companions, along with King Théoden and his men,
arrive at Isengard, they find that Treebeard has taken full control and has
Saruman isolated in his tower, Orthanc, accompanied by his venomous servant
Wormtongue. Despite knowing that it is probably a useless gesture, Gandalf
tries to talk fairly with Saruman one more time, giving him an opportunity to
cast off his evil and return to the greatness that once was his. He warns his
companions to be careful, as even Saruman’s tongue can be a weapon to be
feared.

As we’ve said, with wisdom invariably comes compassion. That
Gandalf’s compassion extends even to Saruman is remarkable.
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Gandalf beats at the door of the tower with his staff, calling for Saru-
man to come out and show himself. And when he does, he begins to talk,
and as Gandalf warned, his voice alone is enough to enchant his listeners.
Once Saruman the White, he has become Saruman of Many Colours, and the
onlookers find it difficult to pin down exactly what they see, because their
view is constantly changing. He turns his attention first to Théoden and tries
to persuade him that they are friends and natural allies. When the listeners
begin to fall under his spell, Gimli sees through his lies and growls that “The
words of this wizard stand on their heads” (II, 184).

Because Gimli is rooted in the earth, he is less prone to fall under
Saruman’s spell. When we need to judge the difference between
wisdom and sophistry, it is wise to turn to the Gimli within.

Saruman is briefly disconcerted at this interruption, but quickly turns
again to his attempt to corrupt Théoden. When Théoden remains silent, his
nephew Éomer fears that he is under Saruman’s spell and pleads with him.
Saruman once more reacts first with anger, then with honeyed tongue, finally
asking “Théoden King: shall we have peace and friendship, you and I? It is
ours to command” (II, 185).

When Théoden answers “We will have peace,” everyone fears that he
has fallen under Saruman’s spell. But Théoden reveals his restored greatness
when he continues, “Yes, we will have peace, when you and all your works
have perished” (II, 185–186).

A king returned to power cannot be deceived by such as Saru-
man. Théoden can hear the difference between real wisdom from
Gandalf and sophistry from Saruman.

King Théoden’s words shake the cobwebs off everyone’s minds and
they are no longer under Saruman’s spell. Saruman is too angry to contain
himself any longer. He turns to bitter insults instead of sweet compliments,
then, exhausting that outlet, turns finally to Gandalf, appealing to him as a
fellow wizard. Saruman uses every charm at his disposal at this point, so that
everyone listening hears “the gentle remonstrance of a kindly king with an
erring but much-loved minister” (II, 187). They feel left out in the cold, isolated
from this pair of equals who are clearly of a higher stripe than they could ever
aspire to be. They are sure that Gandalf will once more align himself with this
great man. Even Théoden wonders if perhaps Gandalf might betray them all.
But all doubts fade when Gandalf merely laughs at Saruman. “Saruman, you
missed your path in life. You should have been the king’s jester” (II, 187).
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If Saruman cannot fool Gimli or Théoden, how can he possibly fool
Gandalf?

Then Gandalf kindly asks Saruman for one last time if he might not
trust him, come down from his tower, and go on his way. Because Saruman
would never show such kindness to a defeated enemy, he distrusts Gandalf,
no matter how much Gandalf reassures him that he will be allowed to leave in
freedom. When Saruman turns haughtily to return inside his tower, Gandalf’s
friendly tone dies away, and he calls him back with a voice that must be obeyed.
Saruman returns to the parapet, as if he were a puppet under Gandalf’s control.
Gandalf tells him sternly that he is no longer Gandalf the Grey but now Gandalf
the White, and he has taken Saruman’s place as the chief of all wizards. With a
gesture of his hand, he commands Saruman’s magical staff to break apart, and,
with that symbolic act, forever casts Saruman out of the Council of Wizards.

Compassion extends only so far. There will always be those who
misunderstand kindness as weakness; with such people, one has
to be firm.

Even after all this, Gandalf is merciful. When Pippin asks him what he
will do to Saruman if somehow they triumph over Sauron, Gandalf says he
will do nothing. Gandalf is not interested in mastery.

Although wisdom inherently creates power, and one has to accept
that power, there is no desire to possess power for its own sake.
Again Gandalf is a fine example of how wisdom uses, but doesn’t
abuse, its power.

GANDALF, DENETHOR, AND THE SIEGE OF GONDOR

Gandalf’s next stop is Gondor. Whereas Gandalf was able to restore King
Théoden to his greatness, Lord Denethor, Steward of Gondor, is beyond
Gandalf’s help. When Gandalf comes to Denethor, warning him of the dan-
gers at hand, Denethor berates Gandalf for not giving him the Ring. Like
Boromir, he can think no further than his own land of Gondor, and the possi-
bility that the Ring could master him is beyond his imagination. Once a great
man, a king in all but name, he was tempted by his arrogance to look into a
Palantir and try his wits against Sauron. Though strong enough that he never
becomes a total servant of Sauron, as did the Black Riders, Denethor’s values
have been twisted by Sauron until he no longer knows right from wrong.
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Here we see a counter-example to Gandalf. Denethor assumes the
mantle of wisdom without going through the inner battle neces-
sary to possess it. Because he is not truly wise, he desires power
that exceeds his capabilities.

Denethor loved his brave but arrogant and impetuous elder son Boromir
too much, and his wise younger son Faramir too little, dismissing the latter
as a “wizard’s pupil” (III, 85). With Boromir dead and Denethor isolated in his
chamber, Gondor desperately needs Faramir—who is loved and respected by
all save his father—at home as a visible leader for his people. But Denethor
sees in Faramir only a reminder of his dead son, Boromir. To keep Faramir from
his sight, Denethor constantly sends him away from the city on increasingly
dangerous missions. As Faramir leaves on his last mission, the defense of
the outpost at Osgliath, he tells his father, “Then farewell! But if I should
return, think better of me!” Even in this moment, Denethor does not bend
and answers “That depends on the manner of your return” (III, 89). It is left
to Gandalf to tell Faramir that, despite his words, his father loves him, and
that he should not throw his life away, for he is needed at home.

Because Denethor sees the world only through the lens of power,
he thought his elder son Boramir was a great man and Faramir a
weakling. Denethor is unable to see that his task as “Steward of
Gondor” is to humbly preserve the kingdom and await the return
of the true king. That requires great humility and a different form
of bravery than either he or Boramir possesses. Only Faramir is
able to lower himself and see that there are issues even more im-
portant than the survival of Gondor. Thus Faramir can recognize
greatness when he encounters Frodo, whereas Denethor thinks
no one greater than himself.

Because of Denethor’s foolish actions Faramir lies wounded at Osgliath
when the enemy lays siege to Gondor. Badly needed at home as a warrior,
Faramir instead is brought home in a coma. As the battle rages, Faramir lies
unconscious and feverish, fighting for his life. And so Gandalf the Wizard
is forced to take command of the forces of Gondor. Gandalf’s mere presence
cheers the forces of Gondor, but they are vastly outnumbered. When the great
Gate of Gondor falls, Gandalf stands alone to face the leader of the enemy—
the Lord of the Nazgûl. Happily, at that moment, Théoden arrives with the
forces of Rohan.

With the battle raging back and forth, and Gandalf racing from one de-
fensive position to another, once more Denethor’s foolish pride threatens
Gondor’s security; he finally realizes his love for Faramir, but it is a love
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so mixed with self-love that he feels he is entitled to control Faramir’s life
and death. In a final act of pride, he tries to immolate both Faramir and
himself.

Denethor’s final foolishness nearly proves fatal to Faramir. What
is so sad here is that there is greatness in Denethor, but his abuse
of knowledge and power destroys him.

Except for Pippin’s quick actions, Denethor would have been successful.
Nevertheless, in order to save Faramir, Gandalf is forced to leave the battle at
just the point when he is most needed. Denethor stands as a prime example
of just what a king, or in his case, an aspirant to be a king, should not be. We
will see just the opposite in the next article, when we discuss Aragorn and the
Path of the King. As we will see, it is Aragorn’s arrival that saves Gondor. But
again this is Gandalf’s tale we are telling, so now we move forward in time.

THE BLACK GATE

After defeating the enemy at Gondor, Aragorn and Gandalf gather their army
together and make their way toward Mordor. Aragorn does his best to spread
out their forces so that they look as impressive as possible. But with many of
their forces already dead, and a large number of those remaining necessarily
left to defend Gondor and Rohan, or take back outposts still held by the
enemy, there are less than 6,000 troops when they arrive at the Black Gate:
the entrance to Mordor. Once his forces are in place, Aragorn has the heralds
blow their trumpets and call for Sauron to come forth and face justice. But all
know that they are merely whistling in the dark.

Sauron, ever the master of fear, has his forces reply with a cacophony of
drums and horns that shakes the ground and deafens the forces of the West.
A rider then emerges from the center of the Gate, dressed all in black, riding a
black steed. He is not one of the Nazgûl, but a still living man, the Lieutenant of
the Tower. He announces himself as “the Mouth of Sauron” (III, 167), and so he
is little more than an instrument to carry Sauron’s message. And an insulting
message it is. He first mocks Aragorn and his army, then turns to Gandalf
with his real message. Guards bring forth a bundle containing Sam’s sword,
an Elven cloak and brooch, and Frodo’s armor of mithril-mail, wrapped in his
clothes. On seeing these, everyone feels as if their last hope has vanished,
along with Frodo and Sam. They have no idea that, in fact, Frodo and Sam
are still alive within Mordor itself, struggling toward Mount Doom.

Sauron’s mouthpiece presents Gandalf with humiliating terms in ex-
change for the lives of the Hobbits—lives that are not theirs to give. But
lies are Sauron’s stock-in-trade. Knowing how outnumbered they are, and
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disheartened by what they’ve seen, everyone expects Gandalf to accept
Sauron’s terms. But instead he throws open his cloak and lets the radiance
of Gandalf the White shine forth. He advances on Sauron’s emissary, takes
Sam’s and Frodo’s belongings, then waves Sauron’s mouthpiece away, as if
he’s dealing with a rat that should slink back into its hole.

There comes a time on the path of wisdom when one must simply
stand up and declare what is right and what is wrong, despite
overwhelming odds. It is easy to stand for the right when times
are easy. It is when things are at their worst that we must find that
courage.

At Gandalf’s refusal, once more horns sound from beyond the Black
Gate, then all the doors open at once and a huge army bursts forth. At the
same time armies of Orcs stream down from the hills to cut off Aragorn’s
forces from the rear. In total, the forces of the West are outnumbered more
than 10 to 1. Finally, as if to settle the issue once and for all, out fly the Nazgûl
on their winged steeds.

Aragorn and his forces battle with the bravery of those who, because
they know they are going to die, want to make their death memorable. At that
point, Gandalf stands on a hilltop and cries that “The Eagles are coming!” (III,
167). And so they are, led by Gandalf’s great friend, Gwaihir the Windlord. As
the eagles swoop down, the Nazgûl flee. And, precisely at that moment, Frodo
achieves his mission and the One Ring is destroyed in Mount Doom (of which
we will say more in the article on Gollum). With the destruction of the Ring, so
dies Sauron’s power. Tolkien uses the image of ants wandering aimlessly after
their queen has died, and it is an apt one, for Sauron’s mighty army loses all
coherence and flees in every direction, with Aragorn and his men in pursuit.

Although Gandalf is the leader of the forces of the West, they are
made up of strong individuals: Aragorn, Legolas, Gimli, Théoden,
Éomer, and all the others. In contrast, the forces of Sauron have
no individuality and fall apart when Sauron dies. Within our own
personalities, though wisdom should lie at the center, there are
many parts that can stand alone when needed. Each of us is a
community.

But Gandalf has still another mission: to try and get to Frodo and Sam
before the Nazgûl. He asks Gwaihir, along with several other great eagles, to
carry not only him but Frodo and Sam . . . if they are in time. And, of course
they do arrive on time, but again that is a story for later articles.
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THE END OF THE THIRD AGE

With this final act, Gandalf’s story is essentially over. With the Third Age
ending, the time for Elves and wizards has also come to an end. From this time
on, humans will rule their own destinies without the aid of these otherworldly
helpers. Gandalf is wise enough to recognize this end of an age. Indeed, Tolkien
has him point it out explicitly several times: to Treebeard, when he explains
that the new age of men may outlast even the Ents; to Saruman, when he
encounters him in rags; to Butterbur, when they pass through his inn; to
Merry and Pippin, when he says that they no longer need his help in handling
the problems they encounter on returning to the Shire.

And so Gandalf joins Elrond and Galadriel, and the Elf-friends Bilbo and
Frodo, and sails away over the Sea to the immortal lands of the Elves.

“The Path of the King” will appear in Issue 51(2).
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